Many limb movements are composed of alternating flexions and extensions. However, the underlying spinal network mechanisms remain poorly defined. Here, we show that the intensity of synaptic excitation and inhibition in limb motoneurons varies in phase rather than out of phase during rhythmic scratchlike network activity in the turtle. Inhibition and excitation peak with the total neuron conductance during the depolarizing waves of scratch episodes. Furthermore, spike activity is driven by depolarizing synaptic transients rather than pacemaker properties. These findings show that balanced excitation and inhibition and irregular firing are fundamental motifs in certain spinal network functions.
T he prevailing half-center model for rhythmgenerating motor circuits in the spinal cord proposes that excitatory interneurons in each half-center drive agonist motoneurons and interneurons, which in turn inhibit motoneurons and interneurons in the antagonist half-center (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . This reciprocal arrangement predicts half-center neurons to be excited and inhibited in alternation during rhythmic network activity. Temporally segregated excitation and inhibition would permit spinal motor networks to operate at low intensity of synaptic activity ( fig. S1 ). Low conductance would facilitate the contribution of the intrinsic response properties of postsynaptic neurons to cell and network dynamics (6) (7) (8) (9) . We tested these predictions directly by intracellular recordings from motoneurons during scratchlike network activity in an isolated carapace-spinal cord preparation from adult turtles.
Stereotypical episodes of scratchlike network activity can be evoked by mechanical sensory stimulation in the isolated carapace-spinal cord preparation from adult turtles (10) (11) (12) . To probe the neuronal organization of functional network activity, we first examined the origin of the periodic high-conductance state reported in motoneurons during scratch episodes (12) . The periodic nerve activity recorded in parallel from the ipsilateral hip flexor nerve (Fig. 1A) served (D) The mean total conductance (G total ) in blue was estimated from the records in (C) as the slope of the currentvoltage plot at different times, as illustrated in (E). G i and G e were extracted from the equation (blue box) and from Ohm's law (13) as reference for optimal temporal alignment of scratch episodes (13) . The membrane potential V m was recorded intracellularly from motoneurons (Fig. 1B) at different levels of holding current during successive scratch episodes (shown smoothed in Fig. 1C ). With the simplifying assumptions proposed by Borg-Graham et al. (14) , the average total conductance (G total ) and the underlying average excitatory and inhibitory conductances (G e and G i ) were estimated from smoothened, aligned records as illustrated in Fig. 1E [see (13) (14) (15) (16) ]. In the cell illustrated and in all cells examined (n = 16), not only G total but also G e and G i peaked with each depolarizing wave during scratch episodes (Fig. 1, C and D) . The increases in normalized inhibitory and excitatory conductances were closely correlated (R = 0.86, P << 0.05) (Fig. 1F) . Polar plots of the vectorial expression of the coherence between G e and G i during cyclic depolarizations clustered near a 0°phase lag for successive episodes ( Fig. 1G for the cell in Fig. 1 , A to D, and Fig. 1H for all 157 episodes in 16 cells). Nonsynaptic K + conductance recruited during depolarizing waves would contribute to the increased G i (16, 17) . This was not a major factor, however, because high-conductance states and the coherence between G e and G i remained in 13 additional motoneurons in which spiking was eliminated and K + conductance was reduced by using recording electrodes containing QX314 and CsCl ( Fig. 1I and fig. S2 ). The remaining explanation is that there is strong inhibitory synaptic activity during the depolarizing phase of the scratch.
To investigate this possibility, local inhibition was reduced pharmacologically (Fig. 2) . Both amplitude and duration of the depolarizing waves increased when inhibitory synaptic input to the recorded motoneuron was reduced by addition of the glycine receptor blocker strychnine (0.1 mM) to the superfusate (Fig. 2) (n = 5). This shows that the depolarizing waves during scratching are limited by ongoing synaptic inhibition.
Balanced increase in excitation and inhibition perturbs the regular firing mediated by intrinsic response properties (18, 19) . We therefore investigated the relative role of synaptic and intrinsic conductances on the firing pattern during depolarizing waves of scratching. First, the regular firing in motoneurons, induced by a steady depolarizing current in the absence of network activity (purple in Fig. 3A) , is largely determined by the intrinsic response properties. Successive action potentials (APs) are connected by the smooth voltage trajectory produced by spike after-hyperpolarizations (20) . In contrast, firing is highly irregular during the depolarizing waves of scratch episodes (Fig. 3A , blue trace; coefficient of variation range, 0.43 to 1.2, n = 6), and the membrane potential undergoes rapid fluctuations between spikes (blue trace in Fig.  3A ; see also Fig. 4 and fig. S3 ). Spike-triggered averaging revealed that APs during irregular firing are preceded by a brief depolarizing transient arising from a flat average voltage trajectory ( Fig. 3B , blue; n = 7; see also fig. S3) in contrast to the smoothly depolarizing pacemaker potential during regular firing (purple). Thus, irregular firing is induced by depolarizing synaptic transients in the high-conductance state during network activity. A possible source of these transients is a high incidence of uncorrelated excitatory and inhibitory synaptic events (19, 21) . We tested the sensitivity of irregular firing during scratch episodes to successive reductions in synaptic inhibition and synaptic excitation (Fig. 3 , C to E). During scratch in control conditions (Fig. 3C ), irregular firing (left and middle) was revealed by the lack of correlation between the nth interspike interval (ISI) plotted against the (n + 1)th ISI (right) (R < 0.2, n = 6) (22) . Reduced local inhibition (0.1 mM strychnine) rendered firing less irregular (Fig.  3D) . Finally, regular firing with highly correlated ISIs was induced by a combined local reduction of inhibition and excitation (0.1 mM strychnine and 25 mM 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione) (Fig. 3E, bottom) [spiking during the low-amplitude depolarizing waves aided by 1.0 nA depolarizing holding current (R = 0.56, p << 0.05)]. These conditions also reduced the amplitude of the rapid synaptic fluctuations in membrane potential to a minimum. We assume that the remaining low-amplitude depolarizing waves reflect the attenuated synaptic projections from network neurons located far enough below the cut surface to be unaffected by the receptor antagonists.
Our conclusion, that motoneurons are driven by a balanced increase in excitatory and inhibitory synaptic activity, is supported by previous theoretical and experimental findings in other systems. The balanced state hampers regular firing by increasing conductance and promotes irregular firing by increasing fluctuations in membrane potential (21, (23) (24) (25) . In turtle motoneurons, regular firing driven by intrinsic response properties is severely obstructed by a conductance increase of the magnitude observed during the depolarizing waves of scratch episodes (12) . At the same time, however, the 2-to 5-fold increase in conductance that brings the membrane potential near threshold for action potentials is associated with a parallel increase in the amplitude and frequency of voltage fluctuations and a more than 20-fold increase in integrated power spectrum in the 25-80-Hz band (Fig. 4) (26) . The broad spectral content associated with the rhythmic activity is fully in line with predictions for a state of intense and balanced inhibitory and excitatory synaptic activity (16, 19, 21, 24 ) and orders of magnitude higher than expected for channel noise (27) . The parallel increase in conductance and fluctuations in membrane potential during depolarizing waves, observed in all experiments analyzed (n = 5), is incompatible with high-conductance states mediated by a slow intrinsic conductance change.
The spinal network studied here shares several properties with the balanced state in mathematical models of large-scale random networks of inhibitory and excitatory neurons (28, 29) . Although the overall motor nerve activity showed little variation in successive scratch episodes, the pattern of impulse activity in individual motoneurons did ( fig. S5 ) (n = 10). The raster plots of the spikes generated in a motoneuron during seven consecutive trials showed no relation between number and timing of APs during depolarizing waves within the same trial or between successive trials (Fano factor~1) (see fig. S5 ). This suggests that the scratch network in the spinal cord produces stereotypical mo- tor episodes in a nondeterministic way without repeating the spike patterns of individual neurons. This is in agreement with the chaotic nature of the balanced state in mathematically modeled networks in which the activity of individual neurons is stochastic and highly sensitive to initial conditions (29) . Adopting a half-center model with balanced inhibition and excitation may help us to understand the robustness of the spinal scratch generator, its sensitivity to external input, and its ability to self organize in response to transient sensory stimuli. The high-conductance state, however, sacrifices the temporal dynamics offered by models based on weakly coupled neurons with oscillatory intrinsic properties (6, 7) . It remains to be seen whether high-conductance states occur throughout the scratch network or only in the motoneurons and large interneurons (12) . Our study suggests that balanced states of inhibitory and excitatory synaptic activity did not evolve with higher brain function (14, 19, 23, 24, 30) but were already present with functional motor networks in the spinal cord. The straightforward functional correlate and absence of anesthetics and other drugs makes our experimental model appealing in the search for computational advantages that balanced inhibition and excitation may provide in large-scale neural networks in general. Despite evidence pointing to a ubiquitous tendency of human minds to wander, little is known about the neural operations that support this core component of human cognition. Using both thought sampling and brain imaging, the current investigation demonstrated that mind-wandering is associated with activity in a default network of cortical regions that are active when the brain is "at rest." In addition, individuals' reports of the tendency of their minds to wander were correlated with activity in this network.
W
hat does the mind do in the absence of external demands for thought? Is it essentially blank, springing into action only when some task requires attention? Everyday experience challenges this account of mental life. In the absence of a task that requires deliberative processing, the mind generally tends to wander, flitting from one thought to the next with fluidity and ease (1, 2) . Given the ubiquitous nature of this phenomenon (3), it has been suggested that mind-wandering constitutes a psychological baseline from which people depart when attention is required elsewhere and to which they return when tasks no longer require conscious supervision (4, 5) . But how does the brain spontaneously produce the images, voices, thoughts, and feelings that constitute stimulusindependent thought (SIT)?
We investigated whether the default network-brain regions that remain active during rest periods in functional imaging experiments (6)-is implicated in mindwandering (7) . The default network is minimally disrupted during passive sensory processing and attenuates when people engage in tasks with high central executive demand (8, 9) , which matches precisely the moments when the mind is most and least likely to wander (2, 4, 5) . We thus trained individuals to become proficient on tasks (10) so that their minds could wander when they performed practiced versus novel task sequences (11) . Although previous research has compared brain activity during rest to that during engagement in a task (12) , the present investigation assesses directly both the production of SIT and activity in the default network during tasks that allow for varying degrees of mind-wandering.
Despite its regular occurrence, not all minds wander to the same degree; individuals exhibit stable differences in their propensity to produce SIT (1, 3) . If regions of the default network underpin the mind's wandering, then the magnitude of neural activity in these regions should track with people's proclivity to generate SIT. Specifically, individuals who report frequent mindwandering should exhibit greater recruitment of the default network when performing tasks that are associated with a high incidence of SIT. Fig. 1 . Graphs depict regions of the default network exhibiting significantly greater activity during practiced blocks (red) relative to novel blocks (blue) at a threshold of P < 0.001, number of voxels (k) = 10. Mean activity was computed for each participant by averaging the signal in regions within 10 mm of the peak, across the duration of the entire block. 
